Across the line shawl
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Easy
Video tutorial - https://youtu.be/gsE3nc6BzGA
US terminology
This project can be made in any thickness of yarn
Main colour (MC) - 3 x 5 oz/141 grams Red Heart Super Saver Soft Essentials in Greyhound - bulky weight yarn
Contrast colour (CC) - 1 x 5 oz/141 grams Red Heart Super Saver Soft Essentials in Minty - bulky weight yarn
8mm crochet hook or hook to produce loose tension
Scissors, yarn needle and a stitch marker
Rows 2, 3 and 4 make up the pattern. Row 2 is the sc row and 3 and 4 are the dc rows, you can change up where you
put your sc rows to suit your style. I noticed I only did 1 row of grey to start but then for the reminder of the pattern
I did 2. If this bugs you, start your CC on row 3 to get it even 
Ch 3 counts as the first stitch
1. Magic circle or ch 3 and join
At the beginning of each row we start with ch3 and at the end of each row we end with 4 dc (3 dc’s for the granny
stitch and 1 dc for the end stitch)
Ch 3, 3 dc into the ring, 1 dc into the ring
Take hook out of your MC, pull up a loop and attach your stitch marker to stop it unravelling
2. Turn your work. Leaving enough yarn for a fringe, attach your CC into the first stitch, ch1, sc into the same stitch, sc
into each stitch across. Don’t forget to crochet into the last stitch which is the ch 3 from the previous row, finish off,
leaving the same amount of yarn that you left at the beginning of the row for the fringe
3. Put the loop of the MC back onto your crochet hook
Ch 3, 3 dc’s into the space between the 1st and 2nd stitch 2 rows below - this will be your MC row (you will crochet
around the previous CC row) 4 dc’s into the space between the 2nd last stitch and the last stitch (3 dc’s count as the
granny stitch and the 4th stitch counts as the last stitch
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4. Ch 3, 3 dc’s into the space between the 1st and 2nd stitch - this will be your MC row. 3 dc’s into the space, 4 dc’s into
the space between the 2nd last stitch and the last stitch (3 dc’s count as the granny stitch and the 4th stitch counts as
the last stitch
Repeat the last 3 rows for 35 MC rows
Finish off and sew in any MC ends
Cut enough pieces of yarn that are twice the length of the CC ends that you have on each sc row
I used 2 lengths of yarn per CC section
Attach fringe
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